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ABSTRACT

Global geomagnetic field models, usually computed from
spherical harmonic series, are becoming of increased im-
portance in the reduction of magnetic surveys. When used
correctly, a numerical model of sufficient complexity, in-
cluding adequate secular variation correction, provides a
suitable representation of the regional field. The best known
and mostly widely used of the available field models is the
International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF). However,
the IGRF may not be suitable for the reduction of all magnetic
survey data because of its imperfect fit to the main field,
particularly for years since 1968.
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THE USE OF GEOMAGNETIC FIELD MODELS IN MAGNETIC SURVEYS

INTRODUCTION

The primary goal in the reduction of magnetic survey data is the accurate deter-

mination of the residual (or anomalous) magnetic field associated with the geo-

logical structures being investigated. This residual field has a different meaning

(and structure) depending upon the goals of the survey. Usually local surveys are

topical, seeking the anomalous magnetic field associated with fairly isolated, re-

stricted sources, whereas broad-scale more territorial surveys are concerned

with the magnetic structure of a significant part of the crust. In either case, the

main geomagnetic field arising from the earth's core (the inducing or primary

field), and, for the smaller scale surveys, some part of the induced (or second-

ary) field, must be removed from the survey data. These components of the

observed field are usually termed the regional field. There have been many

philosophical discussions on the nature of this field separation (e.g., Grant,

1954, 1957; Vajk, 1954), and several techniques for the separation are routinely

used (e.g., vai2ious graphical methods, Nettleton, 1954; Polynomials, Oldham

and Sutherland, 1955; Continuation, Peters, 1949, Henderson and Zietz, 1949).

An alternative method is the use of a geomagnetic field model to define the re-

gional magnetic field. This method takes on increased importance in the data-

reduction procedure, as magnetic surveys cover continually increasing areas

and as adjacent surveys are separated by substantial time intervals. When the

regional field is determined by a technique such as polynomial fitting, a new poly-

nomial fit must be redetermined whenever the survey area is increased or whenever

contiguous surveys are compiled to form a regional map. Furthermore, sharp dis-

continuities can occur when adjoining surveys, separated by a significant time inter-

val, for example, 10 to 20 years are compiled. These problems become more

tractable when a geomagnetic field model is used to define the regional field.

We have already reached the point where surveys are being compiled into small-

scale regional maps and where there is a significant time difference between

adjacent surveys. Examination of the U. S. Geological Survey aeromagnetic

mapping program (Kane, 1973) reveals areas where adjoining Statewide surveys

are separated by as much as 20 years; for example, Michigan was surveyed in

1969, and the aeromagnetic survey of Indiana was flown in 1947. Maps repre-

senting the anomalous magnetic field over many States, havebeen compiled from

individual surveys (Zietz and Zen, 1973).

A suitable choice for determining the regional field in these surveys, and in mag-

netic surveys in general, is a global geomagnetic field model. This paper details

the concept of geomagnetic field models and their use in magnetic surveys and

discusses the limitations of those models presently available, particularly the

International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF).
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FIELD MODELS

DEFINITION

Basically, a geomagnetic field model (or field model) is a four-dimensional func-
tion representing the main geomagnetic field at any point in space and time. It is
a function of latitude (0), longitude (0), altitude (or geocentric distance) (r), and
time (t).

Using the spherical harmonic series representing the scalar potential of the field

00 n

V = a n+1 (g cosmo + hm sinm) Pm (0)
n = 1 m=0

where:

V = magnetic scalar potential
a = mean radius of the earth
m, n = order, degree
Pm (0) = Schmidt's quasinormalized spherical functions

The set of Gauss coefficients gnm , hnm are determined by a least-squares fit tonna global distribution of data (Cain et al., 1967). This set of data may be com-
posed of surface, aircraft, and satellite magnetic measurements obtained at
various times. Such a potential is only strictly applicable in interpolating (or
extrapolating) magnetic field observations in a region free of current sources.
Indications are that such an assumption is quite valid to an accuracy of better
than 10 gammas, excluding polar regions.

A time parameter may be introduced into the model by expanding the Gauss co-
efficients in a finite Taylor series about some mean time of the data set (to)o
termed the epoch,

g go + g' (t-t 0 ) + (t-t 0 )2 +

and

h"h = h0 + h' (t-t 0 ) +- (t-t0 )2 +...

Thus the least-squares fit is usually made in four dimensions. The complete set
of coefficients consists of the Gauss coefficients (g, h) and at least the first-order
secular change coefficients (g', h'). Some models are made with a separate de-
termination of secular change, using only repeat station or observatory data
(e.g., Hurwitz et al., 1974).
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The various published field models for example, Leaton et al., 1965; Cain et al.,

1967; Cain and Cain, 1971; consist of these coefficients in tabular form. These
are then used in the appropriate form of the spherical harmonic series to calcu-
late either component or total field values at any point in space and time.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

In the calculation of field models, consideration must be given to the practical
restrictions of the nonuniform distribution of the data, secular variation, and
maximum degree of the field model, all of which ultimately influence the utility
of the model.

Data Distribution

Charts of land, sea, and airborne magnetic survey coverage during this century
(Fabiano and Cain, 1971) reveal sizable areas containing few or no measured

values. Although in the past decade, satellites have aided considerably in pro-

viding global coverage, at present their measurements are only of the total field.

Models based only on these measurements are very precise in representing total

field values at satellite altitudes but may be deficient in determining accurate
vector values (Stern and Bredekamp, 1974).

The irregular distribution of data prohibits the accurate definition of the higher

order components and can cause an aliasing effect in the lower order terms. The
aliasing effect can be minimized by carrying the analysis to such a high degree,
within the limitations of the data distribution, that the neglected high-order har-
monics contain little power (Cain et al., 1967). Another method to minimize the

effects of the irregular data distribution is to construct an equal-area grid over

the measured values. By determining representative values from the raw data
in each grid segment, a more uniform distribution is available for model compu-
tation (Cain et al., 1967).

Secular Variation

To obtain a sufficient amount of data with reasonable distribution, measurements
obtained over a time span of a decade or more must be utilized. During this in-
terval, the main field values would have varied in a nonuniform and unpredictable
manner. Either the measurements must be "corrected" for this temporal or
secular variation, or the changes must be incorporated into the models. As
previously mentioned, this may be accomplished for intervals of as much as about
20 years by expanding the Gauss coefficients in a finite Taylor series about some
mean time in the data set and simultaneously solving for the time derivatives



(termed secular change coefficients). For very long time intervals it would be
more appropriate to expand the coefficients into periodic functions (Braginsky,
1972).

These methods help interpolate over the time span of the raw data, and use of
the coefficients permits the calculation of the main field values at any point in
time. Additional information such as observatory annual means are usually in-
cluded in the raw data to aid in the determination of the secular variation and to
check the results. Again, however, this technique results in some errors be-
cause of having a non-uniform data set over the parameter space.

Maximum Degree

An important parameter in the calculation of the field model is the maximum
degree (or n*). Each value of n in the spherical harmonic expansion is a global
wavenumber; that is, each harmonic represents variations of the potential whose
wavelengths are approximately 40,000/n kilometers. This is not strictly true
for the variations of the total field, for as has been pointed out by Benkova et al.
(1973), the total field variations are not exactly identical with those of the poten-
tail but may be "smeared" by several degrees (n). Still, the complexity of a field
model is determined by its maximum degree, so that a high n* permits modeling
smaller wavelength components of the field. However, the number of coefficients
increases rapidly with degree. A field model of maximum degree n is composed
of (n+1) 2 -1 Gauss coefficients and at most an equal number of first-and second-
order secular change coefficients. Thus, as n* increases, the number of calcu-
lations and the amount of associated computer time and storage used in the least-
squares analysis increases rapidly, approximately as (n*)4 .

Usually the series is truncated at a harmonic degree at which the root mean
square of the fit does not decrease significantly upon computing higher degree
coefficients or at some prior arbitrary point necessitated by computer limitations.

In the most recent satellite models, the root mean squrf nf the fit does not de-

crease by more than 1 gammat as n* increases from 11 to 13. Typically, at
satellite altitudes these high-order models have a goodness-of-fit to the data of
4 gammas, whereas models based on ground data have about 150 gammas. This
high figure for the surface level is mainly due to the distribution of surface-
anomaly noise in the data.

tganmmna is used to denote 10- 9 Tesla
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For ideal modeling of the main geomagnetic field, the maximum degree of the
model should correspond to that point in the power spectrum where the power of
the main (core) field has decreased to zero. However, to date there has not been
agreement on the form of the spectrum. Alldredge et al., (1966) and Bullard
(1967) argued for n*'s of 11 and 25 respectively, based on spectral analyses.
However, even when such a point is established, some of the terms associated
with the core field would also contain contributions from the induced magnetiza-
tion of the crust.

VARIOUS FIELD MODELS

The field model most often used is the International Geomagnetic Reference Field
(IGRF). This model, a composite of several models, was derived by computing
weighted averages of coefficients of proposed models at the IAGA symposium in
Washington, D. C., in 1968 (Zmuda, 1971). Cain and Cain (1971) presented a
detailed discussion of the derivation of this model and its comparison with the
proposed models.

In addition to the IGRF, many other field models, with various parameters, are
available for use. The characteristics of several of these models are listed in
Table 1. Because the IGRF is a composite of several models, it is difficult to
assign a meaningful data interval to it. However, no data later than 1966 were
used in its derivation.

FIELD MODELS IN MAGNETIC SURVEYS

The use of field models can be an effective method to remove the background geo-
magnetic field from magnetic survey data. Because a field model is derived from
global information, it more accurately represents the geomagnetic field than any
function based solely on data from a particular magnetic survey. Ideally, for use
in exploration geophysics, it would be desirable to have a field model to remove
initially only that component of the main field which is due to the core (and pos-
sible the mantle). This would leave the geologically more interesting crustal
signal which, depending on the objectives of the survey, could be further reduced,
by other methods, to enhance the anomalous signal. However, at present, it is
not clear how this core-crustal separation can be uniquely performed.

In surveys covering broad areas, a field model can be used to provide an effective
regional residual separation. Although it is based on worldwide data, the field
model does represent the regional field over the limited areas of a magnetic sur-
vey. The principal reason for this is that the magnetic signals of larger geologi-
cal anomalies are contained in the data used to determine field models. One

5



Table 1

Characteristics of Several Geomagnetic Field Models

MODEL EPOCH n* SECULAR SOURCE DATA DATA
TERMS SOURCE DATA INTERVAL

GAUSS 1835 4 NO GROUND 1835

SCHMIDT 1885 6 NO GROUND ?

VESTINE 1946 6 YES GROUND ?
FINCH AND 1955 6 YES GROUND

LEATON 1955 6 YES GROUND ?
GSFC 1965 II YES GROUND, AIRBORNE 1900-1965

(12/66) 16 IYES AND SATELLITE

COSMOS-49 1964.8 5 YES SATELLITE 1964.8

POGO (8/71) 1970 13 YES GROUND AND SATELLITE 1965-1970

IGRF 1965 8 YES GROUND, AIRBORNE
AND SATELLITE

AWC(70) 1970 12 YES GROUND AND AIRBORNE 1939-1970

example of a regional signal calculated from a field model is illustrated in Fig-
ure 1. This is a 900-km segment on Glomar Challenger leg 24 provided by John
Mudie, Scripps Institution of Oceanography (personal communication). In this
figure, the field calculated from a thirteenth-order field model (POGO [8/71] ,
J. C. Cain, unpublished data) is shown with the measured data. Although no
comparisons were made with other regional residual methods, the field-model
results indicate a suitable regional field. Undoubtedly the utility of a field model
as a regional residual technique depends on the scale of the survey. In a survey
over a localized geological body, the regional field could be of too short a wave-
length to be represented by a field model. However, the field model may still be
used in this case as a first step in the definition of the regional field.

USE OF THE IGRF

A magnetic anomaly (or residual) can be defined as the difference between the
observed and computed (regional) magnetic field values. As with other techniques,
inaccurate definitions of the anomalies can result when a field model is used to
obtain the regional values. The limitations of the IGRF are detailed to illustrate
this problem. The IGRF model was chosen because it has wide acceptance as a
useful reference for magnetic survey reductions.

6



LOGITUDE

Figure 1. Total intensity magnetic data from segment of Glomar

Challenger leg 24. Solid line is measured data; dashed line is

magnetic field calculated with POGO (8/71) field model.

The thirteenth-order POGO (8/71) field model is used as a basis of comparison

to illustrate the limitations of the IGRF. Although this model probably has some

errors in representing the vector components, its projection to the earth's sur-

face is accurate in total field to better than 50 gammas over the POGO satellite

(Cain and Langel, 1971) data interval of 1965.8 to 1970.3. It thus serves as a

useful tool to explain the character of the systematic residuals from the IGRF

that many users have encountered.

IMPERFECT FIT

Figure 2 shows the difference, at the earth's surface, in total field calculated

with the POGO (8/71) and the eighth-order IGRF field models. The differences

were computed at an Epoch of 1965.0 to minimize differences resulting from

secular change in the IGRF model. This was possible because it has been shown

(Cain and Cain, 1971) that the IGRF is consistent with the early POGO data. As-

suming the POGO (8/71) field model to be representative of the actual geomag-

netic field, this map demonstrates the residuals in the IGRF due to imperfect fit.

This is not unique to the IGRF. Any model of maximum order eight would pro-

duce similar results. The variations are due solely to the fact that the shorter

wavelength components of the main field are not being modeled.

These differences could be significant in the reduction of magnetic survey data if

these shorter wavelength components are nongeologic in origin. Under thigcon-

dition, this figure indicates the limitations in using an eighth-order model (and

7



Value in gammas

200 and above 0 to 200 0 to -200 -200 and below

Figure 2. Difference in total field between the POGO (8/71) and IGRF
field models. Date = 1966.0, altitude = 0.0km, contour interval 25
gammas.

the IGRF in particular) to reduce magnetic survey data. For example, if we con-sider the North American continent; no significant problems would be found in thereduction of data relating to areas the size of a State. However, structure couldbe introduced into the compilation of a map covering the entire continent or even
a map of the United States or Canada.

Thus, there is a dependence between the area of the survey and the maximumorder of the field model. Wavelengths less than approximately 40, 000/n* km arenot represented by a field model. Parts of this shorter wavelength structure thatare of nongeologic origin would occur as false anomalies if the survey area isrreater than their wavelength. Thus, higher order fields should be used if themagnetic survey covers a substantial area.

SECULAR VARIATION ERROR

The error introduced by the secular change extrapolation of the IGRF model isillustrated in Figure 3. This map shows the total field difference for 1970.0 atthe earth's surface between the POGO (8/71) model, truncated at the eighthdegree, and the IGRF model. The IGRF model has an epoch of 1965.0, and a

8



Value in gammas

100 and obove 0 to 100 0 to -100 -t100oo to -200 -200 and below

Figure 3. Difference in total field between the POGO (8/71) field model

truncated at order and degree eight and the IGRF field model. Date =

1970.0, altitude = 0.0km, contour interval is 25 gammas.

secular change correction must be used to calculate the field at 1970. The POGO

(8/71) model contains 1970 data, and thus there is no extrapolation in time. The

POGO (8/71) field model was truncated at the eighth degree so as to detail the

main features of the secular variation error without adding the effect of the er-

rors due to truncation. An inspection of Figure 3 indicates large regions where

the IGRF is departing from the true field as much as a few hundred gammas in

5 years. The large negative region over Asia and the Indian Ocean has been dis-

cussed by Cain and Jin (1973) as a result of significant changes in the secular

variation patterns since 1965.

A comparison has also been made of the secular change of the higher order terms

not represented on Figure 3 by evaluation of the changes in the POGO data. Al-

though the projections to the surface of the higher order terms is more uncertain

than that of the lower order terms, it appears that their secular variation over

the 5-year period is less than a few tens of gammas, except in the vicinity of

South America.

The IGRF secular change error (Figure 3) has a predominantly long wavelength

structure and does not appear to have as serious an effect on data reduction as

the error due to imperfect fit. The significance of an absolute error at any epoch

9



is not too severe in the reduction of magnetic surveys so long as comparisons
are not attempted with data reduced by the IGRF at other epochs. Residual maps
for the United States using survey data from 1965 and 1970 would contain level
changes on the order of 50 to 100 gammas, whereas those over other parts of
the globe could be on the order of several hundred gammas. However, the total
error in utilizing the IGRF model to reduce 1970 data would be a combination of.L_ A. Athat due to secular change and imperfect fit.

Unlike the error due to imperfect fit, the structure of this particular secular
change error field is unique to the IGRF. Secular errors occurring in other
field models could have a totally different structure.

IMPROPER USE

One error that can be easily avoided is that resulting from the improper use of
a geomagnetic field model. An example is given to illustrate this error.

Figure 4 shows the geomagnetic field over Indiana in 1947, based upon the GSFC
(12/66) (Cain et al., 1967) model which contains 1947 data. Because data from
the year 1947 was used in the derivation of this model, it would be a suitable
choice to reduce the aeromagnetic survey data collected in that year. Figure 5shows the total field difference at the survey altitude of 1700 feet between thefield shown in Figure 4 and the IGRF field, calculated at its epoch of 1965.0. A
similar result would occur by using the IGRF total field values (without the an-
nual change correction) published by ESSA (Fabiano and Peddie, 1969). This
publication shows the field calculated with IGRF at the earth's surface for 1965.0.The error would appear in the reduced survey data as a false residual gradient
approximately 300 to 400 from the true field. Although this is only a hypothetical
example, similar types of errors have occurred in the reduction of aeromagnetic
surveys.

CORRECTTONS TO TE TI-ni

S- - . LL.J

The IGRF model was selected to illustrate the sources of error because it is thebest known and most frequently used field model. These examples point out themajor limitations in the IGRF for use as a tool in magnetic survey reduction:
(a) In most cases the calculated field differs from the measured field by a con-stant amount, and (b) the secular change correction is not accurate when extrap-
olated beyond 1968, a major limitation of the model.

The problem of the IGRF secular change correction was considered by the IGRFcommittee at the IAGA (InternationalAssociation of GeomagnetismandAeronomy)

10
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* meeting in Kyoto, Japan (Leaton, 1973). The committee's proposal was to cor-
rect the secular change coefficients in 1975 and to add a disclaimer to the model
stating that it is not the most accurate model that could be produced but that it

* has merit as an international reference. The secular change error of the IGRF
model and the correction suggested by the IGRF committee is shown conceptually
in Figure 6. The solid line shows annual mean values calculated from geomag-
netic observatory data to 1975. The dashed continuation of this line represents
an extrapolation of these values to the years beyond 1975. The left part of the
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meeting in Kyoto, Japan (Leaton, 1973). The committee's proposal was to cor-
rect the secular change coefficients in 1975 and to add a disclaimer to the model
stating that it is not the most accurate model that could be produced but that it
has merit as an international reference. The secular change error of the IGRF
model and the correction suggested by the IGRF committee is shown conceptually
in Figure 6. The solid line shows annual mean values calculated from geomag-
netic observatory data to 1975. The dashed continuation of this line represents
an extrapolation of these values to the years beyond 1975. The left part of the
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Figure 5. Difference in total field, over state of Indiana, between
GSFC (12/66) field model, date = 1947.0 and IGRF field model,
date = 1966.0. Altitude = 1700 feet, contour interval is 5 gammas.

lower line illustrates the annual means calculated with the IGRF model. The
error in the secular change correction is readily apparent. The dotted line shows
the effect of the proposed correction to the IGRF secular change coefficients.
The calculated values would be off by a constant amount, and the calculated
secular change would (hopefully) parallel the true secular change. The final
decision on adoption of changes to the IGRF is to be made during the IUGG
(International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics) Grenoble, France. In
September 1975.
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Figure 6. Proposed correction for IGRF secular terms, see
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CONCLUSIONS

When properly used, a geomagnetic field model of sufficient maximum degree
and adequate secular variation correction provides a suitable regional magnetic
field. However, the low harmonic degree and erroneous secular change correc-
tion of some models can introduce unwanted structure in the reduced survey data.
These problems, as they apply to the IGRF, indicate that errors can occur when
recent data or data of continental scale are reduced with this model. Although
many alternative field models are available for use there is no internationally
accepted field model particularly well suited for magnetic survey data reduction.
Even with the proposed corrections, the IGRF is not the best model that could be
developed for this purpose.
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An adequate field model for use in the reduction of magnetic survey data should
be devised. The input data should have a time span that would cover the range
of extensive magnetic surveys and as broad a scale of global coverage as possi-
ble. Now that the World Magnetic Survey has been completed (Zmuda, 1971),
there are no firm plans to perform global surveys to monitor the secular change
of the field. Hence, further adjustments to reference field models may need to
be made on the basis of insufficient data.

The maximum degree of the model, perhaps the most crucial parameter, is yet
to be determined. Continued research into the spectral structure of the field
should aid in the definition of this parameter.
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